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What are red supergiants?
RSGs are the helium-fusing evolved descendants of moderately massive 
(~8-30M☉) main sequence stars.
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Understanding RSG evolution is critical for interpreting pre-explosion imaging and modeling SNe 
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gravitational waves - colliding neutron stars have evolved from RSGs in binaries

supernova progenitors - direct and intermediary progenitors

RSG mass loss, binary fraction, and effect on core collapse are all key ingredients

Understanding RSG evolution is critical for interpreting pre-explosion imaging and modeling SNe 

Matilla+ 2010

Applications of RSGs

single

rotating
binaryWe can improve this work in the JWST era with surveys in 

bands optimized for pre-explosion RSG imaging…

In 2018 2019 2021 JWST will launch and become a valuable 
new resource for pre-explosion detections of RSGs.
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Mid-IR! 
coming soon…

(mid-IR is ideal for ID-ing  
RSGs and quantifying their mass loss,  
but sample spectra are challenging…)
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For more…
Binary RSGs: New Method for Detecting 

B-type Companions

Book! Astrophysics of RSGs

Stellar Population Diagnostics of the 
Massive Star Binary Fraction

RSGs in the JWST Era: 
Near-IR Photometric Diagnostics

Neugent, Levesque, & Massey 2018, AJDorn-Wallenstein & Levesque 2018, ApJ

Levesque 2018, ApJ
Levesque 2017, IOP eBooks

● succinct (~100 pages!) 
● written at advanced 

grad student level 
● reference for current 

state of RSG research 

● FREE with institute subscription


